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Radar and satellite glo bal equatorial F region vertical
drift

model

L. Scherliessand B. G. Fejer
Center for Atmosphericand SpaceSciences,Utah State University, Logan

Abstract. We presentthe first globalempiricalmodel for the quiet time F region
equatorialvertical drifts basedon combinedincoherentscatterradar observations
at Jicamarca and Ion Drift Meter observationson board the Atmospheric Explorer

E satellite. This analytical model, basedon productsof cubic-B splinesand with

nearlyconservative
electricfields,describes
the diurnaland seasonal
variationsof
the equatorialverticaldrifts for a continuous
rangeof all longitudesand solarflux
values. Our results indicate that during solar minimum, the eveningprereversal
velocityenhancementexhibitsonly sm•ll longitudinalvariationsduring equinox
with amplitudesof •bout 15-20 m/s, is observedonly in the Americansector

duringDecembersolsticewith amplitudesof about5-10m/s, and is absentat all
longitudes
duringJunesolstice.The solarminimumevening
reversaltimesarefairly
independentof longitudeexceptduringDecembersolstice.During solarmaximum,
the eveningupwardverticaldrifts and reversaltimesexhibit large longitudinal
variations,particularlyduringthe solstices.In this case,for a solarflux indexof
180, the Junesolsticeeveningpeak drifts maximizein the Pacificregionwith drift
amplitudesof up to 35 m/s, whereasthe Decembersolsticevelocitiesmaximizein
the American sectorwith comparablemagnitudes.The equinoctialpeak velocities
vary betweenabout 35 and 45 m/s. The morningreversaltimesand the daytime
drifts exhibit only smallvariationswith the phaseof the solarcycle. The daytime
drifts havelargestamplitudesbetweenabout 0900and 1100LT with typicalvalues

of 25-30m/s. We alsoshowthat our modelresultsare in goodagreementwith
other equatorialground-based
observations
overIndia, Brazil, and Kwajalein.
1.

Introduction

Ionospheric electric fields play important roles on
the plasma distribution and dynamicsof the equatorial
and low-latitude thermosphere.At equatorial latitudes,
ionosphericelectric fields drive the equatorial electrojet
and F region plasma motions and affect the thermosphericneutral winds,the developmentof the Appleton
anomaly,the compositionof the low-latitude ionosphere
and protonosphere,and the generation of E and F re-

gionplasmainstabilities[e.g.,Fejer, 1997].

ically disturbed conditions,magnetosphericand disturbance dynamo effectscan dramatically affect the low-

latitude drifts [e.g.,Fejer and $cherliess,
1997;$cherliessand Fejer, 1997].
Incoherent

scatter

radar

observations

at Jicamarca

have provided the major sourceof information about
the equatorial F region vertical and zonal electrodynamic (ExB) plasmadrifts [Fejer et al., 1979, 1989,

1991]. Ionosondeobservations
in the Peruvian,Brazilian, and Indian equatorialsectorshavealsobeenwidely
usedfor inferringeveningand nighttimeequatorialF re-

The quiet time low-latitude plasma drifts are driven
gionverticaldrifts [e.g.,Abduet al., 1981;$astri, 1996;
by a complex interaction of E and F region electrody-

Batistaet al., 1996].Althoughthe ionosonde
driftshave
namic processes
[e.g., Richmond,1995]. The relative well-known limitations, they have long shown clear inefficiencyof these dynamo mechanismsvaries significantly with the time of day, from day to day, and also
with season,solar cycle, and longitude. At equatorial
latitudes, to first order, the F region electrodynamic
plasmadrifts are upward and westwardduring the day
and downward and eastward at night. During magnet-

dicationsof large longitudinalvariationsof the F region
vertical plasmadrifts. This hasbeenlargelyattributed
to the displacementof the geomagneticand geographic
equatorsand the large differencesin the magneticdeclination angles and magnetic field strength along the

Copyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

On the basis of these data, climatological regional
models of the equatorial plasma drifts in the Peruvian, Brazilian, and Indian sectorshave been developed. Richmond et al. [1980] derived an empirical
global quiet time model for the F region drifts using
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scatter

radar

observations

from

Millstone

Hill, Arecibo, Saint Santin, and Jicamarca from 1974
to 1977. However, this model is valid only during solar
minimum conditions, and at the equator, this model relies entirely on Jicamarca drift observations.In spite of
the well-known longitudinal variations, these empirical
models have been widely used as input parameters for

VERTICAL DRIFT MODEL

250 to 600 km, with a height resolutionof about 20 km
and an integrationtime of about 5 min. The experimen-

tal techniquewas describedby Woodman[1970]. The
typicaluncertaintyis about 1-2 m/s duringthe day and
somewhat larger at night, when the signal-to-noiseratio can be significantly smaller, particularly near solar
minimum.

The Jicamarca drift data have been extensively used
global low-latitudemodelingstudies[e.g.,Andersonet
for
investigationsof equatorial vertical plasma motions
al., 1987;Bailey et al., 1993].
Over the last decade, satellite observations have in- [e.g.,Fcjer ½tal., 1979,1989,1991].Thesestudieshave

creasingly been used to study the global distribution
of equatorial F region plasma drifts and, in particu-

generally useddrift averagesfrom about 300 to 400 km
where the signal-to-noiseratio is highest and the vertilar, their longitudinalvariability. Colcy ½tal. [1990] cal drifts do not change much with altitude. The lathave used average equatorial vertical plasma drift ob- est version of the averagequiet time Jicamarca plasma
servationsobtained by the low inclination Atmospheric drifts was presentedby Fcjer et al. [1991]. They used
Explorer E (AE-E) satellite from January 1977 to De- 367 days of observationsfrom 1968 to June 1988 to
cember 1979 and reported largely longitudinally inde- derive 4-month seasonallyaverageddrifts for low, modpendent diurnal drift patterns, similar to the onesat Ji- erate, and high solar flux conditions. In the present
camarca,for high solarflux equinoxconditions.Fejer et study, we used 502 days of observationsfrom 1968 to
al. [1995]presentedthe first detailedstudyof the global April 1992. Figure I showsa scatterplot of the seadistribution of the equatorial F region vertical plasma sonal Jicamarca drift observations used in this study
drifts using the IDM data from the AE-E satellite also. for low, medium, and high solar flux conditions. FigThey showedthat the longitudinally averagedsatellite ure I shows excellent data distribution for all seasons
drifts are in agreement with the Jicamarca data only and local times, exceptfor low solarflux early morning
during equinox and December solstice. For moderate solstitial periods.
to high solar flux conditions,the AE-E data indicated
The low-latitudeAE-E satellite (inclination19.76ø)
large longitudinal variations of the vertical drifts dur- made ionospheric measurementsfrom the end of 1975
ing June solstice. These results are consistentwith the through June 1981. Here we have used the data set
vector electric field data obtained during April-August of Fejer et al. [1995],whichcomprises
verticalplasma

1988,by the San Marco satellite[Maynard½tal., 1995]. drift observations
obtainedby the ion drift meter(IDM)
In this study, we combinethe AE-E data set of Fcjer from January 1977 to December 1979, when the satelet al. [1995]with extensiveJicamarcaincoherentscat- lite was in nearly circular orbits with the altitude inter radar vertical

drift observations

from 1968 to 1992

to present the first detailed global empirical model for
the equatorial F region vertical drifts that takes into
account their diurnal, seasonal,solar cycle, and longi-

creasing from 230 to 470 km. This data set consists
of 15-s-averagedIDM drift observationsextracted from

the unifiedabstract(UA) files. The detailsof the IDM
are discussed
by Hanson and Heelis[1975]. The rela-

tudinal variations.This analyticalmodel,whichis gen- tive and absolute precisionsof the drift measurements
erally in good agreement with ionosonde-inferredver- are about 2 and 7 m/s, respectively.Fejer et al. [1995]
tical drifts, should provide considerablymore accurate
equatorial inputs into global and low-latitude thermospheric, ionospheric, and plasmasphericmodels. It can
also be combined with our analytical equatorial storm

time verticaldrift models[FcjerandScherliess,
1997]to

discussedthe limitations of this data set for equatorial
vertical plasma drift studies and a number of criteria
used to minimize

the effects of instrumental

biases.

In general, the vertical ion velocity has drift components perpendicular and parallel to the geomagnetic
field, but at the dip equator it essentiallyresults from
the E xB drift due to a zonal electric field. Fejer et

provide a global empirical representationof these drifts
under different geomagneticconditions.
In the following sections,we initially describeour Ji- al. [1995]haveshownthat the seasonally
and longitucamarcaand AE-E data setsusedto developthe empir- dinally averageddiurnal patterns of the vertical drifts
ical model. Then, we describethe methodology,present are essentially unchangedfor dip latitude ranges up to
our model results, discusstheir characteristicsand lim- •: 7.5ø. We have also used this relatively large dip latiitations• and compare them with observations.
tudinal range to maximize the number of availabledrift
observations,without introducing a bias of the electrodynamic drifts by field-alignedmotions outsidethe day2. Measurement Techniques and Data
to-day variability of the data.
The Jicamarca incoherent scatter radar, located near
Figure 2 showsa scatterplot of the satellite drift ob-

the magneticequatornear Lima, Peru (12.0øS,76.9øW, servationsusedin this study for low (Sa _• 130) and
magnetic dip 2øN), has been making F regionplasma high (Sa _• 130) solar flux conditions.Figure 2 shows
drift measurements since April 1968. Most of these good data coveragefor all seasonsand solar flux condimeasurementscoveredan altitudinal range from about tions, except for low solar flux December solsticeafter-
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the 1968-1992 Jicamarca quiet time vertical drifts for low, medium,
and high solar flux conditions.
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Figure 2. Scatterplot of the 1977-1979AE-E quiet time vertical drifts for low and high solar
flux conditions.
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noon periods. A detailed description of the longitudinal
distribution of the high solar flux satellite data can be

foundin the work of Fejer et al. [1995].

3. Model

Development

and Description

VERTICAL

DRIFT

MODEL

(May-August),Decembersolstice(November-February)
and equinox(March-April, September-October)
conditions and two levelsof 10.7-cmsolaractivity yielding
averagesolarflux valuesof about 90 and 180 (in unitsof

10-22 Wm-2Hz-1), respectively.
Onlydatatakenduring geomagnetically
quiet conditions(Kp _<3.0) have

In this section, we describe our satellite-radar equatorial vertical plasma drift model. This empirical model
incorporates local time, longitudinal, seasonal,and solar cycle variations of the drift velocities. Variations
due to geomagneticactivity have not been addressedin
this study but can, in principle, be incorporated in the
model by using, for example, the results of Fejer and

been used. Since the daytime equatorial vertical drifts

would have determined

10 ø .

are essentiallyindependentof solaractivity [e.g.,Fejer
et al., 1991, 1995],we haveenhancedthe availabledata
points in each bin by combining the satellite low and
high solar flux data in the 0600 to 1500 LT sector.
Initially, we have spread the radar data over a grid

of longitudes(grid size 10ø) spanningaroundthe entire
J{cherliess
[1997]. Altitudinal variationsof the equato- globe. Longitudinal effectsare most pronouncedduring
rial vertical drifts [e.g., Pingtee and Fejer, 1987; Coley the solstices. Therefore, as a first-order correction, we
and Heelis, 1989; Fejer et al., 1996] are also not in- have switched the seasonalpatterns from one seasonto
cluded in the current model. As shown in Figures 1 the other when the dip equator crossedthe geographic
and 2, the equatorial drifts show considerableday-to- equator. In a transition zone, when the dip equator was
day and shorter-term variability, but these effects will closeto the geographicequator, we have useda combination of both June and December solstice data. Such a
not be investigated here.
In a straightforward approach, we could have devel- relatively simple extension of the Jicamarca drift data
oped our empirical drift model by simultaneouslyfitting over the entire equatorial region has frequently been
all satellite and radar vertical drift observationsusing used with reasonable successin past modeling studies
appropriate functions, and suitable weighting factors to when only the Jicamarcadata were available(D. Anthese two data sets. In this approach, the longitudi- derson,private communication,1994). For easiercomnal dependenceof the drifts would be given mainly by putation,thesedata wereaveragedin 1/2-hour LT bins
the satellite data, and a combination of both data sets and also in 30ø overlappinglongitudinal bins spacedby
the model drifts in the Peruvian

Fejer et al. [1995]showedthat the high solarflux
sector. However,asshownin Figure2 (and alsoFigure5
(1978-1979)
AE-E verticaldrift averagesfrom the Amerof Fejer et al. [1995]),the satellitedatabaseshowsrelaican
sector
are
in good agreement with the more accutively sparsedata coveragein some longitudinal sectors
rate
Jicamarca
data during the day, but differ signifiand also during some seasons.In addition, an observed
cantly
from
about
2100 to 0300 LT, particularly during
discrepancy between the nighttime satellite and radar
June solstice.

The reasons for these differences

are not

drift observations
hasyet not beenresolved[Fejeret al.,
1995]. As a result,the longitudinallyaverageddrifts at understood[Fejer et al., 1995]. Therefore,to combine

different universal times do not generallymaintain con- the different drift observationsindividual weightingfacservative
information

electric fields.

Therefore

from the Jicamarca

we have chosen to use
radar drift observations

also in other longitudinal sectorsand to constrain the
model drift amplitudes so that the curl-free condition
is nearly satisfied at all times.
In essence, we have spread the radar data over a
grid of longitudes along the geomagneticequator and
combined them with the satellite data using separate
weighting factors during the day and during the night.

tors have been introduced.

From

about

0400 to 2100

LT, when the satellite data are most reliable, a weight
of about 75% was given to the satellite data. From
about 2100 to 0400 LT, however, we have decreasedthe
weight of the satellite data to only about 25%. In some

local time/longitudesectors,this weightingfactor has

been modified to give more satisfactoryresults, in particular to avoid small scale temporal and spatial oscillations. Without an exact knowledge of the causeof the
On the basisof these data, we have initially developed discrepanciesbetween the satellite and the radar data,
seasonalvertical drift models for low and high solar flux it should be clear that our choice of weighting factors
conditions, and then constrainedthe model drift ampli- is somewhat subjective. In a later step, we will use the
curl-free

condition

of the electric field to obtain a more

tudes using the curl-free condition of the electric field.
Finally, the separate seasonaland solar cycle models objective representation of the vertical drifts. We will
were combinedinto one single model representation. In also further increasethe weight of the Jicamarca radar
the following sections, we will describe these steps in data in the Peruvian sector to give a better agreement
between the model and the radar data. Alternatively,
more detail.
we could have usedweighting factors basedon the standard

3.1.

Data Preparation

deviation

of the satellite

and radar

data

in each

local time/longitude bin, but this would have signif-

The satellite and radar data sets have been grouped icantly affected regions of large temporal and spatial
separately into seasonalbins representingJune solstice gradients, which are often of particular interest.
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3.2.

Derivation

of the

Model
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Drifts

geomagnetic equator. We have introduced this constraint for each quarter-hourly UT by first multiplyWe describethe local time (t) and longitudinal(99)
ing
the drift velocitieson a 5ø longitudinal grid by the
dependencesof the vertical drifts for each season and
appropriate
magnetic field strength B, which was obsolar flux interval by products of univariate normalized
tained from the International Geomagnetic Reference

cubic-Bsplinesof orderfour, Ni,4(t) and Nj,4(99):
N

Field (IGRF) [Bilitza et al., 1992],and then integrated

4

V(t,99)-- • • ai,jNi,4(t)Nj,4(99).(1)
i=•

j=•

the resulting zonal electric field component along the
geomagneticequator. The resulting quarter-hourly velocity offsets were used to shift the drift amplitudes
to maintain

near-conservative

electric

fields.

Since the

These basisfunctionsare nonvanishingover limited in- daytime satellite drift observations are more reliable
tervals and add up to one at all local times and longi- than the nighttime measurements,we have used the
tudes [e.g., DeBoor, 1978]. They are ideally suitedto full shift during the night, but only 50% during the
model the equatorial vertical drifts, with their smooth day. The remaining displacementof the drifts from the
daytime and nighttime featuresand rapid changesnear ideal irrotational electric field is lessthan 2 m/s at all
the terminators, by a proper placement of the mesh of quarter-hourly periods.
nodes. Four longitudinal nodes were placed in equally
To increasethe accuracy of the model in the Peruvian
spaced longitudinal intervals at 0, 90, 180, and 270ø. sector, we have again utilized the Jicamarca observaThe number and placement of the local time nodes for tions by giving them a weight of 50%, but this time
each season and solar flux interval were individually restricted to the Peruvian sector. To spatially restrict
chosento accountfor the large variability in the average the effect of the Jicamarca data to a region of approxvertical drift profiles from one condition to another. For imately 4- 25ø centered around the longitude of Jicaexample, near dusk, and in particular at the time of the marca, we increasedthe longitudinal resolutionof our
prereversal velocity enhancement, the solar maximum model in the American sectorby introducing additional
data showconsiderablylarger local time gradientsthan nodes.
the solar minimum data. Consequently,a larger numFinally, a simultaneous fit has been performed and
ber of basis functions

was needed to account

for these

the drifts are expressed as

rapid changesin the solar maximum drifts. We chose
9 basis functions
functions

for the solar minimum

for the maximum

data with

data

and

13

12

a denser mesh of

the local time nodes around dawn and dusk. Certainly,
we could have used the same higher density mesh for
all geophysicalconditions, but this would have introduced additional freedom to the fitting, even when the

8

6

(3)
v(•,99,
d,•a)-- • Z Z ai,j,kfkNi,q(•)Nj,4(99)
i=1

j--1

k=l

with

fx

=

1

May-August

vertical drifts are relativelyconstantspatially and/or

f2

=

1

November-February

temporally. In a later step, we will actually use this
approach to obtain a single model representation for

fa

=

all seasons and solar flux conditions.

The

coefficients

ai,j in (1) were determinedby a leastsquaresfit to the
binned data and constrainedto make the fit periodic in
24 hours and 360 ø .

In the next step, we have used the curl-free nature
of the electric field to constrain the drift amplitudes
and finally combined the individual seasonal and solar cycle models to obtain our final quiet time model.
For this purpose, we have computed quarter-hourly seasonal drift patterns for each 10ø longitude and for low
and high solar flux conditions. As mentioned above,
the vertical plasma drift at the geomagneticequator is
directly driven by the zonal component of the electric
field. At any given time, this electric field component
must be irrotational, and thus the line integral of this
electricfield along the equator is constrainedto be zero;
i.e.,

f4
f5
f6

1
March-April, September-October
---- fx (Sa - 140)
= f2 (Sa-140)
: f3 (Sa -- 140)

Here again, t denotes local time, 99is geographiclongitude, d is day of the year, and $a is the daily 10.7cm solar activity. Outside their above defined limits,
the functions fl to f3 are set to zero. The coefficients

ai,j,• to ai,j,3 determinethe basicseasonalpatternsof
the equatorial vertical drifts for a solar flux of 140 and

the coefficientsai,j,4 to ai,j,6 representthe linear variations of the vertical drifts with the phase of the solar
cycle. The local time and longitudinal B-spline functions are shownin Figure 3. As mentioned above, during somegeophysicalconditions(e.g., low solar flux) a
smaller

number

of basis functions

would have been suf-

ficient, but the advantagesof one unified model description certainly outweighthe convenienceof slightly fewer
model coefficients. This model description is also relawhere B denotesthe equatorialmagneticfield strength, tively easily upgradable when more satellite drift data
which varies betweenabout 0.22 and 0.34 G along the become available. For example, our simple functions
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fz to f3 could be replaced by sinusoidalfunctionsto describe the seasonaldrift variations more realistically. In
addition, in future studies,data from ground-basedobservations other than Jicamarca, e.g., ionosondemeasurements, could be incorporated in the model by a
proper placement of additional longitudinal basisfunctions. Of course, these measurementsshould be fully
validated

first.

also from

satellite

measurements.

This

model

will

be

accessiblethrough the NCAR CEDAR data basein the
near future. However, for the time being, a copy of our
present model can be obtained from the authors.
4.

Results

and

Discussion

In this section, we will initially validate the model results by comparingthem with averageAE-E and Jica-

Finally, a simple linear interpolation scheme over a
range of -F 15 days was employedfor the transition from

marca

one season to the other. This interpolation provides a
reasonably realistic transition between seasons.

and limitations of the model. Finally, we will compare
our model predictions with other observations.

In summary, we have derived a global empirical model
for the quiet time F region equatorial vertical drifts.
Input parameters for this analytical model are continuous values of local time, longitude, F10.7-cm solar flux,
and day of the year. The longitudinal and temporal

resolutionof our model is about 30ø and 1/2 hour, respectively. In the near future, we intend to incorporate this model into a global ionosphericelectric field
model, which will be derived using data from all midlatitude

and low-latitude

incoherent

scatter

radars

and

4.1.

observations

Model

and then discuss the characteristics

Validation

A comparison of the model results with binned and

averagedAE-E verticaldrift observations
for low (19771978) and high (1978-1979) solar flux conditionsis
shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The average solar flux values during these periods were between 90 and l10, and 170 and 190, respectively. The
data have been grouped in four overlapping longitudinal bins, largely representative of the African-Indian
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Figure 4. Comparisonof the model predictions(solid curveswith no symbols)with AE-E
vertical drift observationsin four longitudinal sectorsand low solar flux conditions. The asterisk
denotesaveragesfrom lessthan 30 data points.
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Figure 5. Comparisonof the modelpredictions(solidcurveswith no symbols)with AE-E vertical
drift observationsin four longitudinal sectorsand high solar flux conditions. The asterisk denotes
averagesfrom lessthan 15 data points.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the model predictionswith averagedrift patterns obtained from the
Jicamarcadrift observationsfor equinox,June solstice,and Decembersolsticeconditionsfor low,
medium, and high solar flux periods.

(Figures4a and 5a), the Asian-Pacific(Figures4b and The radar data were averagedin half-hourly bins and
5b), the Pacific-American(Figures4c and 5c), and the three levels of solar activity correspondingto approxAmerican-Atlantic(Figures4d and 5d) sectors,and av- imately 80, 140, and 200 solar flux units during all
eraged in hourly and half-hourly solar local time bins
for low and high solarflux conditions,respectively.The
model drifts have been calculated for each data point
and binned and averagedin the same way as the observations. As expected, the empirical daytime drifts are
generally in good agreement with the average satellite
drift values, except in the 0800-1100 LT sector, where
the model often underestimates the average satellite
drifts. However, in this local time sector, the model
drifts over Jicamarca are in excellent agreement with
the average radar observations. The largest discrepancies occur during June solsticenighttime period where,
as mentioned above, the satellite measured unrealistically small nighttime downward drifts. During equinox
conditions, these nighttime discrepanciesare also observed, although they are less noticeable. The model
and satellite reversal times are generally in excellent
agreement, except in the Pacific-Americansector during periods of low solar flux when the satellite drifts
show a reversal time approximately 1.5 hours later than
the model. In this sector, however, we will show that
the model reversaltimes are in excellentagreementwith
the averageJicamarca data.
Figure 6 showsa comparisonof the model resultsover
Peru with seasonally averaged Jicamarca radar drifts.

seasons.
radar

The

vertical

bars indicate

the scatter

data and not the error on the measurements.

in the
The

model results are shownfor the longitude of Jicamarca

(76.87ø W) and for the averagesolarflux valuesof the
radar

observations.

The

model

and radar

data

are in

very good, although not perfect, agreement. Some of
the discrepanciesresult from our assumedlinear solar
cycle dependencewhich, during solar minimum June
solsticeearly morning conditions,results in noticeable
differences between the model predictions and the av-

erage radar observations. The observeddiscrepancies
between the average December solsticeradar observations and the model drifts are most likely due to the
large variations observedin the vertical drift patterns

during this 4-month period [Fejer et al., 1995]. Most
of the low solar flux December

solstice data were mea-

sured during January, whereas most of the high flux
data were obtained during December. Our model, however, shouldbest representan averagedrift pattern over
this 4-month period.
4.2.

Solar Cycle Variations

Figure 7 showsthe average seasonalvariations of the
vertical drifts for a changein the solar flux by 100 units
in four longitudinal sectors. In each sector, the drift

SCHERLIESS AND FEJER: GLOBAL EQUATORIAL

variationshave been derivedfrom (3) by subtracting
the model responsesfor •qa=100from the responsesfor
•qa=200in 10ø longitudinalsteps.Finally, the residuals
havebeenaveragedoverthe corresponding
longitudinal
bins. As expected, only small variations are observed
during the day, exceptin the Americansectorduring
Decembersolsticeconditions.It is not clearif this large
daytime solar cycle dependenceis entirely realistic or a
result of the Jicamarcaradar data distributionduring
this season,as mentionedabove. Near dusk, at the time
of the prereversalvelocityenhancement,strong variations in the vertical drifts with the phase of the solar
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It is important to note that the satellite altitude in-

creasedby about 240 km from 1977 to 1979, and therefore someof the apparent solar cycledependencecould
also result from altitudinal variations of the equatorial
vertical drifts. Clearly, additional data are needed to
clarify this solar cycle dependence.
4.3.

Longitudinal

Variations

The longitudinal variations of the equatorial vertical
drift patterns obtained from our empirical model for

low (Sa=90) and high (Sa=180) solarflux conditions
during June solstice, December solstice, and equinox

cycleare observedwith typicalvaluesof 20-30m/s for conditionsare presentedin Figure 8.
a 100 unit changein the solarflux index. During nightThe low solar flux equinoctial evening drifts show
time, somewhatsmallervalues(5-15 m/s) are found. only small longitudinalvariationsand displayprereThe largestvariation with the solarcycleis observedin versal velocity enhancementswith amplitudes between
the Pacific region during June solsticeconditionswith about 15 and 20 m/s. Near solarminimum,the prerean increasein the prereversalvelocitiesby more than versalvelocityenhancementis not observedduringJune
40 m/s for an increasein 100solarflux units. The solar solstice, and is only developed in the American sector
cycle dependence in the Western American sector is in

during December solstice,where it reachesamplitudes

excellentagreementwith Fejer et al. [1991],although betweenabout 5 and 10 m/s.
important nonlinear features, e.g., the saturation of the

The solar minimum eveningreversaltimes are fairly
independent of longitude during equinox and June solstice when they occur at about 1930-1945 LT and 1800

June solsticehigh solar flux drift values[Fejer et al.,
1989],are neglectedin our linear model.
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LT, respectively. As shownearlier, these reversaltimes
are in excellent agreement with Jicamarca radar data

lar cycle (seealsoFigure 7). During June solstice,the
morning reversaltimes vary betweenabout 0515 LT in

(Figure6) but differsignificantlyfromthe averagesatellite data during June solsticein the American sector
(Figure 4). The December solsticeeveningreversal
times showlarge variationsfrom about 2000 LT in the

the Pacific-American sector and about 0715 LT in the

American

(the radar data are rather sparsenear the morningreversal time for low flux conditions). During equinox

sector to 1830 LT in the Indian

sector and

1600 LT in the Pacific sector. However, in the latter

African-Indian sector. These reversaltimes are in good
agreement with the satellite data but are about one
hour earlier than shown by the Jicamarca radar data

sector, as well as in the Atlantic-African sector, the and December solstice,the morning reversaltimes occur
drift amplitudesin the late afternoon/eveningperiod earliest in the Pacific sector and latest in the Atlanticare only about 1-3 m/s and small dc offsetscan conse- African sector.
The daytimedriftshavelargestamplitudes(about25quently affect these reversaltimes dramatically.
The morning reversal times and the daytime drifts 30 m/s) betweenabout 0900 and 1100LT in the Indian
exhibitonlysmallvariations
with the phaseof the so- sectorduring June solsticeand near the Pacific sector
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during Equinoxand Decembersolstice. The morning the December solstice velocities maximize in the Amerand early afternoon drifts are largely solar flux inde- ican sectorwith comparablemagnitudes.The evening
pendent.
reversaltimes alsoexhibit largelongitudinalvariations,
The late afternoon/eveningsolar maximumvertical particularly near June solstice. Here we find the earliest
drifts exhibit large longitudinalvariations,particularly reversal times at about 1900 LT in the West American
during June solstice:In this case,the prereversalpeak sector. In this sector, the December solsticedata reverse
velocitiesand the evening reversal times can be accu- latest at about 2030 LT. The relatively large number
ratelydetermined.Figure9 showsthe longitudinalvari- of drift observationsin the June solstitialeveningsecation
of thedipequator
andtheempirical
evening
re- tor (seeFigure 2) allowsfor a detailedcomparisonof
versal times and prereversal peak velocitiesfor the three

the empirical reversal times with satellite drift obserseasonsfor a solarflux index of 180. The peak velocities vationsin this sector,which is presentedin Figure 10.
exhibit large longitudinal variations. The equinoctial The sharp decreasein the empirical reversaltimes from
peakdrifts havevaluesof about45 m/s in the Brazilian- the easternto the westernAmericansectoris in good
Africansector,but reachonly about 35 m/s in the Pa- agreementwith the satellite data, althoughthese meacific sector. The solstitial data showsignificantvaria- surementsindicate a systematicallylater (.• 15 min)
tions between the American and Pacific sectors. The
reversal time. Also, note the good agreementof the
June solsticepeak drifts maximize in the Pacific re- empirical and measured prereversalpeak velocities. Fegion with drift amplitudesof up to 35 m/s, whereas jet et al, [1991]reportedlargelongitudinalvariationsin
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about 10 m/s. However,their study is basedon only
eight consecutivedays of HF radar observationsduring March-April 1988 when the vertical drifts exhibited
large day-to-day variability. Moreover, the Trivandrum
drifts differ significantlyfrom drift observationsmade at

I

.... A 300ø < • < 330ø
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Kodaikanal[Sastri,1996],whichis locatedonly 2ø to

o

the north.

Therefore

it is not clear how well our model

results agree with these ground-basedmeasurements.

Deminovet al. [1988]haveinferredsolarmaximum
vertical drift velocitiesusingF regionpeak electronden-

sitiesmeasuredby the Interkosmos-19(IK-19) satellite

xx ''",ll• 0

near 1400 LT during December and June 1980. Their
results suggestthat the upward drifts from December
are larger than those from June, except for the 180ø300øE longitudinal sector, in agreement with our re-

sults.Maynardet al. [1995]haveusedelectricfieldmea-
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Figure

10. Longitudinal variation of the empirical
(solid and dashedlines) and satellite (symbols)equatorial vertical drifts in the afternoon-eveningsectorfor
May-August moderate to high solar flux and magnetically quiet conditions. Here (• denotedeast longitude.

surementsfrom the San Marco D satellite from April to
September 1988 to infer the morphologyof the equatorial vertical plasma drifts during periodsof quiet to
moderate solar activity. Their results show larger daytime upward drifts in the Indian sectorthan in the Peruvian sectorduring June solstice,in agreementwith our
results, although their longitudinal daytime variations
are significantlylarger than suggestedby our model results. The San Marco D data set during equinox is
too small to determine the longitudinal variations of
the vertical drifts. However, their longitudinally averaged equinoctial day-timedrifts maximize in the 11001500 LT sector, whereas our results, based on significantly larger data sets, suggestdaytime peak velocities

the evening reversal times determined from ionosonde
measurementsin four longitudinal sectors. Our results
are in good agreement with these earlier results.
between about 0900-1100 LT. Additional satellite and
ground-baseddrift measurementswould be highly de4.4. Comparison With Other Observations
sirable for improving our empirical model.
Figure 11 showsa comparisonof the empiricalmodel
drifts with vertical model drifts derived from ionosonde

5. Summary and Conclusions

observationsover Fortaleza, Brazil (4øS, 38øW, magnetic dip 7.5øS)[Batistaet al., 1996]. Theseresults
showgenerallygood agreementbetweenthesetwo mod-

Jicamarca

els except for June solstice solar maximum conditions.

clination AE-E satellite were used to develop the first

Extensive

incoherent

and IDM

scatter

radar

measurements

observations

from

on board the low in-

However,as pointedout by Maruyama[1996],thermo- globalempirical ionosphericvertical plasmadrift model.
spheric neutral winds can play an important role on

This model incorporates the daily, seasonal,solar cy-

the verticaldrifts overFortalezaas a resultof the large cle, and longitudinal variations of the equatorial verdeclination

over this station.

tical drifts and provides a reasonably realistic descripFigure 12 shows a comparison of our model drifts tion of the equatorial vertical drifts. The model results
with vertical drifts obtained by the ALTAIR incoherent are in good agreement with other ground-basedvertiscatter over Kwajalein (9.4øN, 167.5øE,magneticdip cal drift observations over the Brazilian, Indian, and
7.9øN) [Sultan,1994,1996]overa 25-dayperiodduring Pacific regions. The equatorial F region drifts show
the July-August1990, CRRES-at-Kwajaleincampaign. largest longitudinal variations during the solsticesand
These data, which are averagedover 15-minperiodsand smallestduring equinox. Someimportant features,such
correspondto an average solar flux index of approxi- as the altitudinal variation of these drifts, nonlinear somately 200, are in excellentagreementwith our model lar cycle variations, and differencesbetweenthe vernal
results.
and autumnal drift velocities, which are observedin JiEquatorial vertical drifts have also been derived from

ionosondeand HF radar observationsoverTrivandrum,
India (8.3øN, 77øE) [Hari and Murthy, 1995; Balan et

camarcadata [Scherliess,
1997],can be includedwhen
additional data become available. We also intend, in
the near future, to incorporate our current model into a

al., 1992]. Our empiricalmodel resultsare in good global ionosphericelectric field model, which will be accessiblethroughthe NCAR CEDAR database.A copy

agreement with the ionosonderesults, but underestimate the HF radar evening prereversalvelocitiesby

of the current model can be obtained from the authors.
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